ANTI-TURN Tubtara®

Round shank
Anti-turn flat head
Open / closed end
Steel, stainless, aluminium

High torque values
Easy to prepare
Easy to install

Torque-to-turn value at least twice as high as that of the equivalent round blind rivet nut

Applications
All applications where hexagonal holes are not allowed or difficult to make

Important advantages
• very effective on slippery surfaces
• no damage of the surface ( ↔ splined blind rivet nuts)
• very effective in hard material ( ↔ splined blind rivet nuts)
• use of standard round holes, so no risk of cracks on the corners ( ↔ hexagonal blind rivet nuts)
• easy to install with a standard setting tool
• no problem to set automatically
• possible to combine different material of nut and sheet ( ↔ welding nuts)